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Abstract

We calculated the signal and background rates for top masses of 90,
12G, 150, and 180 GeV for both the CDF and D0 detectors. This allowed
us to determine the prospects for both discovery as well as detailed study
of heavy top depending on the luminosity. We have focused on the leptons
+ jets and dilepton signatures. We also consider the question of tagging
b-jets and how that should reduce background and help in making a mass
determination.

1 Introduction

This year, with 7 pfi"1 of data, UA2 has placed a lower limit on the top quark mass,
mt , of 67 GeV (95%CL), UA1 has placed a lower limit of 65 GeV, and CDF with
4.4 pb-1 of data, has set the limit at mt > 77 GeV (95%CL)1). The measurements of
the W and Z masses and the ratio of <r« B (W —• e)/(Z —» e) while not pinning down
mt suggest a rather high mass mt ~ 150GeV. New data on the branching ratio for
K% -> up from E791 at BNL also indicates that 100 < mt < 200 GeV. Therefore, the
Fermilab collider, particularly with the increases in luminosity envisaged during the
next 5 years, has excellent prospects for discovery of the top quark, and depending
on the mass, detailed study.

Now that it is likely that mt > mw , some new experimental techniques
have " ?en suggested by many authors h The cross sections for tt production that
are commonly used are given by Altarelli et al. ' ) . We discuss first the case where a
single W decays semileptonically (leptons + jets) and then the case where both W's
decay semileptonically (e /*, pp, or ee). Then we consider how a vertex detector or
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lepton identification can tag b-jets. Finally we look at what is required to determine

2 Top Search in the Lepton+jets Final State

A distinctive signature for tt production when the top mass is larger than the W
mass is the presence of 2 W's, one from each top decay. The branching ratio of the
two W's decaying into one and two leptonic final states is shown below:

tt -*W + W-* Ieptm{e,n)+>2jet3 (BR = 30%) (1)
tt -*W + W-» lepton(e,n) + lepton(e,n) (BR = 4.8%) (2)

Thus the discovery reach for tt may be substantially higher for channel (l) than
channel (2). On the other hand channel (1) has to contend with the background from
the standard production of W + jets

pp ->W+je t s . (3)

The hope is that the jets from the top and W decays are sufficiently distinctive that
the background from (3) can be reduced to a negligible level while still leaving a
significant number of events from (1).

To study the ability to detect the presence of reaction (1), events for reac-
tions (1) and (3) were generated using IS A JET ^ and analyzed with a very simple
toy calorimeter with separate hadronic and electromagnetic towers:

1. Hadronic and electromagnetic energy were recorded separately in cells A77 x A^ =
0.1 x 0.1.

2. The energies in each cell were smeared according to anticipated D0 resolutions:

= -^(0.02 x E)3 + (0.15)3 x E + (0.03)2 for EM energy

03 x E)> + (0.50)3 x E + (0.12)a for hadronic energy

3. In the region 1.0 < 77 < 1.5, the linear term of the hadronic resolution was
increased from 50%/y/E to 80%/VE to simulate the transition from the central
calorimeter to the endcap calorimeter.

4. The geometrical acceptance for leptons extended down to 15° (|i/| < 2) and the
coverage of the calorimeters was down to 2° (|TJ| < 4).

Jets were then found by searching for towers with maximum Et as seeds and
adding the energy in a cone of AR — 0.7, where AJR = J(A<f>)3 + (A77)3.

The results of jet finding with the toy calorimeter were compared to the
present CDF data for W + 2 or more jets requiring the W to have pt > 20 GeV,



electron Et > 15 GeV, and the jets Et > 10 GeV. The Et distribution of the jets and
the spectrum of jet-jet mass for the Monte Carlo and data were found to be remarkably
consistent with each other within statistics except for the overall normalization. The
number of W events with 2 or more jets predicted by ISAJET (in combination with
the toy calorimeter + simple jet finding program) seems to be about a factor of 2
lower than observed by CDF. Thus in estimating the background from (3) to the
tt channel we have doubled its contribution.

A very effective way to demonstrate the presence of tt production, if the top
mass is higher than the W mass, is to plot the jet-jet mass (for all pair combinations).
The jets coming from W decay will typically be fairly energetic and on average have
higher Et than the accompanying b-jets and initial state radiation jets (unless the
mass of the top is considerably heavier than the mass of the W, in which case the
b-jets will be comparable to the W-jets). Thus by cutting on the Et of the jets
used in calculating the jet-jet mass, one can reduce both the background from (3)
as well as the combinatorial background from the signal events themselves. This
is demonstrated in Figs l(a-d) where we plot the jet-jet mass (all cpmbinations)
calculated after requiring the Et of the jets to be above 10, 15, 20 and 25 GeV
assuming a data sample made of W+jets and tt with top mass of 90 Gev. The
shaded events are the contribution from W+jets (doubled from that predicted by
ISAJET). Although the .number of entries in the histogram is reduced by a factor of 8
between Fig la and Fig Id one can see an unmistakable peak emerge at the W mass
while the background has been reduced to negligible levels. The number of entries in
the histograms correspond to those expected adding both e and /x channels in a 20
pb"1 run and 50% trigger+reconstruction efficiency. Note that the number of entries
is much larger than the number of events when the jet Et is > 10 GeV, becoming
comparable to the number of events only for jet Et > 25 GeV. Although the cross
section decreases with increasing top mass, and the combinatorial problem becomes
worse, the jets also become mors energetic and one can make harder cuts to keep the
background well below the signal so the jet-jet mass spectrum can be used to show
the presence of a top signal at least up to top masses of 150 GeV.

Above 150 GeV, the jet multiplicity from tt events become so high that the
combinatorial background from the signal events make it difficult to see the W —* jets.
However, this same jet multiplicity allows one to separate the tt events rather easily
from the W + jets background.

2.1 Top Search Using the CDF Detector for the Lepton + jets Final State

The discussion in the previous section provides reasonable estimates of the effects
of various event selection requirements on the expected tt signal in the e + jets
channel, and illustrate the sort of cuts that can be employed to reduce the W + jets
backgrounds to tolerable levels. The detector simulation employed is a reasonable
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Figure 1: Reconstructed jet-jet mass distributions for events generated with mt — 90
+ events generated with W with pt > 20 GeV. The shaded entries are for W events
only, a) Et of jets > 10 GeV, b)Et of jets > 15 GeV, c)Et of jets > 20GeV, d)Et of
jets > 25 GeV.



model for the DO detector. To check these results, a similar analysis was performed
using the full GDF detector simulation in the configuration used for the recently
completed 1988-89 collider run.

The results of this analysis provide conservative estimates of the observable
e + jets rate in CDF from the tt final state in upcoming collider runs as it only
considers the electron acceptance in the central region (\rj\ < 1.0). The use of the
plug calorimeters would extend the electron acceptance out to \rj\ < 2.0, but these
have not been employed in this study as the electron selection in this region for the
1988-89 data has not been finalized. The addition of the plug calorimeters would
increase the total e + jets acceptance for heavy top production by ~30-50%.

This study also estimates the W + jet background rates differently. The W
+ 2 jet events were generated according to a QCD calculation^ as implemented in
the PAPAGENO Monte Carlo6). This calculation has been confirmed by indepen-
dent studies') As a further check, the calculation for the W + 1 jet process was also
performed with this Monte Carlo and the resulting event rates and kinematic distri-
butions agree well with the recent CDF data. The rate of W+ > 2 jet events with
high transverse mass (M^> 80 GeV/ca) in the PAPAGENO MC calculation, after
full detector simulation, is about 70% of the rate of such events in the current CDF
data sample; this agreement is well within the theoretical uncertainties on the W +
multijet cross section calculations, which are thought to be accurate to ±30 — 50%.
In the analyses that follow, the predicted rates tor the W + jets process have been
normalized to the observed CDF rate.

The CDF electron + jets analysis uses the following event selection:

• an isolated electron candidate is required in the central electromagnetic calorime-
ter that satisfies the standard CDF electron selection criteria. The isolation cri-
teria consists of requiring less than 2 GeV of transverse energy in the calorimeter
towers surrounding the electron cluster. The electron's transverse energy must
be greater than 20 GeV;

• at least 20 GeV of missing transverse energy; and

• two or more jet clusters, which are found using a cone clustering algorithm with
a cluster radius R = y/Cyq1 + A#3 of 0.7. The jet clusters are required to have
at least 10 GeV of transverse energy in the cluster. The effects of changing this
ET cut are shown below. [N.B. In the CDF calorimeter, the observed transverse
energy in a jet cluster is ~ 0.6 of the parton's ET- In the discussion below, only
observed ET is used.]

This event selection is efficient for inclusive W's as well as for tt events with
top quark masses mt > 80 GeV/c3. To calculate the rate of events expected from tt,
the IS A JET MC was used to generate tt events with top quark masses of 90, 120 and
150 GeV/c2. These events were then passed through the full CDF detector simulation,



Table 1 Cross section (pb) for tt and W+jets in CDF with \ne\ <1
tt W+jets

Top Quark Mass (GeV/ca) 90 120 150

> 2 Jets, ET> 10 GeV 6.0 1.46 0.45 24
> 3 Jets, ET> 10 GeV 2.7 1.03 0.36 3.7
> 2 Jets, ET> 15 GeV 3.4 1.34 0.44 10.1
> 3 Jets, ET> 15 GeV 1.27 0.79 0.32 0.37
> 2 Jets, Er> 20 GeV 3.3 1.21 0.40 4.77
> 3 Jets, ET> 20 GeV 0.79 0.53 0.24 0.09
> 2 Jets, E T > 25 GeV 2.4 0.93 0.39 2.77
> 3 Jets, ET> 25 GeV 0.41 0.25 0.20 0.06

and analyzed with the standard CDF offline reconstruction. The tt production cross
sections used were from Altarelli et al. \ taking the values calculated using the
DFLM structure functions. The rate of observed events (in picobarns) are shown in
Table 1 for different choices of jet selections (in all cases, the jets were required to be
in the region |q| < 2). In contrast, the table also shows the rate of events predicted
from W + jets from the PAPAGENO calculation for the same jet selections.

As one can see from this table, the expected rate of events from 11 for a
top quark mass of 150 GeV/c3 is still quite large even for the most stringent jet cuts.
One would expect to see ~ 20 e + > 3 jet events, with all three jets having observed
ET > 25 GeV, for a 100 pb"1 run. In contrast, the rate predicted for W + jets
is less than half of this. One concern is the reliability of the W + jet calculation
for these large jet multiplicities. This calculation was compared with the CDF data
and good agreement was found, with even the third jet spectra being well reproduced.
Hence, we expect that the estimated W + jet rates are reasonable. Higher order QCD
calculations may increase the predicted rate somewhat, but at these high jet energies
it is probable that the exact tree-level calculation used by PAPAGENO accounts for
most of the QCD cross section.

From the results in the table, it is clear that even with the existing CDF
detector, it will be possible tp detect 11 production in the e + jets channel up to top
quark masses m excess of 150 GeV/c3. An extrapolation of these estimates to higher
top quark masses indicate that the rate of electron + 3 jet events from t i production
falls to the same rate as the W + jet background with the most stringent jet cuts
above a top quark mass of 180 GeV/ca.

3 Top Search in the e fi Final State

Multileptonic final states provide some of the cleanest signatures for top, with events
containing e/i being the best signal. The only backgrounds in the e/i channel are from



Table 2. Luminosity {jpb *) Required to Discover Top in the efi Final State.

mt (GeV) 90 120 150 180

1.8 TeV pif > 15GeV D0 4.1 ± 0.4 18.5 ± 1.6 69 ± 6 212 ± 20
CDF 6 26 71 200

2.0 TeV pl
t > 15 GeV DO 3.7 ± 0.3 14.8 ± 1.3 47± 4 141 ± 13

WW production and Z-> TT. If m t < 160 GeV, the WW signal will be dominated by-
top production and therefore continuum WW production is not a serious background.
Above mt « 160 GeV we have not studied the separation of the top signal. The
leptons from mt > 90 GeV are quite central and triggers with p£. > 15 GeV should be
satisfactory. Events were generated by ISAJET applying the acceptance of the CDF
and D0 detectors separately. For D0, the electron efficiency was 75% in the central
calorimeter and 90% in the end caps. The /* trigger efficiency fot D0 depends on pj.,
p" and the angle. The results, including these efficiencies for D0, are summarized in
Table 2. The numbers in Table 2 are only for p£. >15 GeV, however cuts of 10 GeV
and 30 GeV were also investigated. There is little increase (10-20%) in the signal
going down to 10 GeV, so it does not seem worth the huge additional background
this would bring in. The cut of 30 GeV removes «40% of the signal and since there
is little background above 15 GeV, it also seems unnecessary.

Table 2 gives the luminosity required for seeing 10 events as a function of
mt , which we consider adequate for unambiguous discovery. The mass determined
from observing this mode will be derived from the cross section vs. mass relation
predictions.

A principal background to the e/t channel is the process Z—* TT. Such events
were generated with ISAJET V6.21 with pf > 3 GeV/c. The predicted Z production
cross section above this pr cut is almost the same as the total Z production cross
section predicted by the lowest order calculation. Table 3 shows the effects of different
cuts on both the Z—»• TT and tt rate and illustrates that this background can be
reduced substantially by requiring a cut in the ^-difference between electron and /*.
The signal to background is ss 7:1 with E£ > 20GeV and £<f> < 150° at mt = 150
GeV.

1 Top Search in the fi+[i~ Final State

Complementary to the efi channel are events with l+t~, where I = e or \i. Unlike
e/i, there are considerable backgrounds to the t.+£~ channels from Drell-Yan and
Z° —* l+l~. The background from Z°'s can be reduced by a simple cut on



Table 3. Number of events at 100 pb"1 at y 5 = 1.8 TeV

cut
HIT >15 Liev,

+1 v |<L2
+A<f> <150°

Ef. >20 GeV,
+ | 77 |<1.2
+A<£ <150°

Ejj. >30 GeV
+| n |<1.2
+A<£ <150°

Pr

.PT

5Pr

>15 GeV

>20 GeV

>30 GeV

mt =90

326.6
187.5
142.0

272.1
164.3
121.6

155.8
104.5
70.0

mt =120

76.6
50.1
37.2

65.4
44.7
32.7

39.1
28.6
19.7

mt =150

22.0
14.7
10.9

19.0
13.2

9.7

12.0
8.8
6.2

m t =180

7.8
5.3
4.2

6.8
4.7
3.5

4.5
3.3
2.2

Z—> TT

124.6
62.2

3,0

51.0
27.4

1.5

4.8
2.8
0.2

while the Drell-Yan events can be handled by cutting on the kinematics of the dilepton
system and the missing transverse energy in the event. Therefore, in searching for
top, the e/i channel is best for finding a relatively unambiguous signal and, if a signal
is observed, the l+l~ events can be used to increase the statistical significance.

The channel p p -+ tt +X where t —» W b and W —* y.v was studied using
Monte Carlo events generated by ISAJET version 6.21 run through simulations of
the D0 muon system and calorimeter. The effects of the resolution and muon trigger
efficiency were included. The following cuts were applied to enhance the top signal:

• |TTIM+M- — mz\ > 20 GeV/c2 to remove Z° events.

• Missmg transverse energy Ej. > 40 GeV.

• Transverse momentum of the dimuon system pj.M > 20 GeV/c.

• Coplanarity = |((pm x p w ) • z) /PmPM | > 0.2 where z is the beam direction.

The latter three cuts effectively remove Drell-Yan events. The results for
top masses of 90,120, 150,180 GeV/c2 at y/s = 1.8, 2.0, 3.6 TeV are given in Table 4
along with the expected backgrounds. As seen from Table 4, at the present Tevatron
energy of ->/s = 1.8 TeV and with a run of 100 pb"1, the search for top extends up to
mt ~ 120 GeV/c2.



Table 4. Dimuon Cross Sections (pb)
mt (GeV/c3) ^

90
120
150
180

Background

s = 1.8 TeV ^
0.549
0.119
0.037
0.014
0.081

£ = 2.0 TeV yS =
0.642
0.138
0.054
0.020
0.223

3.6 TeV
2.950
0.705
0.258
0,100
0.379

5 Tagging Top with a Silicon Vertex Detector

The observation of high pr muons (> 15 GeV/c) has been shown to be an efficient
tag for W's. The production of heavy top as described in channel (1) above is also
accompanied by two b-jets as shown below.

tt -+ Wb + Wb - • lepton(e, p) + (W -* 2jets) + 2b - jets (BR = 30%) (4)

The observation of a high pr muon along with the identification of b-jets may provide
a useful method for identifying the parent top decay. In this study we look at a sample
of tt events to determine if displaced secondary vertices within b-jets can be identified
using a silicon vertex detector.

A feasibility study for a silicon detector in DO was motivated, in part, to
search for top. The study is almost finished, but the results are still preliminary. In
this study a 4-layer silicon detector was simulated using the D0GEANT program.
The detector was made of 4 concentric cylinders of silicon (300 ft thick) encircling the
beam pipe with radii from 3.8 to 7.2 cm. The detector was 51 cm long and centered
at the beam crossing point. A styrofoam support structure for the silicon detectors
was also included. A beryllium beam pipe (0.5 mm thick) was positioned vrith a
radius of 1.9 cm with respect to the beam axis. A separate study identifying b-jets
from gluon jets was made prior to the tt analysis9). This note describes a method for
tagging b-jets using the large impact parameters of tracks in the jet core (Ai2 < 0.4).
In this study two samples containing 1000 events each of bb and gluon events were
produced with pr(jet) of 20 GeV/c. Tracks were fit using hit information from the
silicon detector simulation(GEANT). Since there is no momentum measurement in
the D0 central tracking, low momentum tracks can have large impact parameters
faking tracks from b/c decays. On the other hand, tracks in the jet core are known
to have large pr thereby reducing the effects of multiple scattering (i.e faking large
impact parameters). Tracks in the jet core were reconstructed to identify b-jets. Two
kinematical parameters were identified as useful selection criteria:

• the mean impact parameter of tracks in the jet core, and

• the large decay path lengths (> 400 /*) between the primary and secondary
vertices.
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Figure 2: Decay path length for gluons and b-jets.

A combination of cuts using these two selection criteria

• mean impact parameter > 100/x, and

• decay path length > 800jt

resulted in an 8.5:1 enrichment of b-jets over gluon jets while keeping 23% of the
original b decays(Fig 2). The largest background to channel (4) is W + jets. We are
continuing our study of identifying top using the b-identification technique described
above. Two samples of 3,000 events each of channel (4) and channel (3) were gen-
erated. The transverse momentum of the W's in the W+jets channel was fixed to
> 30 GeV/c. The integrated luminosities for the respective channels were 93 pb"1
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(t t ) and 2.5 pb"1 (W+jets). After requiring a high pr muon trigger, the ISAJET
jet finder (using the D0 calorimeter) was used to locate jets. At this point we are
continuing our analysis of the two data sets using the b-identification technique. The
results of this analysis will be presented in a future publication.

A similar study was done in which a magnetic field was assumed and particles
with p < 1 GeV/c were excluded from the impact parameter calculation. The results
from this study were similar to those described above. For example, a cut on jets
impact parameter > 100 ft removes 50% of the b-jets and 90% of the Mnon b"-jets,
that is increases the signal to noise by a factor of 5.

6 Tagging Top using B —> /* Decays

In addition to the presence of two W's, tt events will also have two b-quarks. Tagging
the presence of these B's can be used to verify that top was the source of the event.
Another such tag is the presence of a low pt muon from either 6—* fi or 6—* c —* fi
decays. This section discusses using this channel both in terms of tagging efficiency
and rejection of the primary background (W +jets).

The mass of the top affects the kinematic distributions of the muons from
the b's. In all cases, the muons are "central" with about the same angular distribution
whether they come from t, b or c. The muon pt is mass dependent with a 120 GeV
top giving an average pt of 39 GeV for t —> /*, 7 GeV for b —»•ft, and 4 GeV for c —> /t,
while a 180 GeV top would give 42, 11, and 6 respectively.

If we are using low p t muons to help identify tt —* {Wb) + (Wb) events,
there are two sources of backgrounds to be concerned with. They are muons from 7r
and K decays and also from prompt sources of muons such as randomly produced c
quarks. In both cases, these would then falsely tag background events which fake a
top event in other ways.

Table 5 gives the probability per event of observing a non-isolated, low-pt
muon (i.e. one not from a W-decay) for both the signal and the background channels.
Those from pious and kaons are overwhelmingly from decay, though punchthroughs
are included in the estimate. Probabilities for three sets of requirements have been
estimated. The first is simply that the muon is in the DO muon detector (0 > 5
degrees and enough energy to make it through the iron). The next (BCUTl) requires
a central muon (6 > 15 degrees) and imposes a mild pt cut of ptli > 2 GeV. Finally,
the hadronic energy near the muon was used to determine the last cut (BCUT2).
B-decays tend to isolate the muon more than those from lighter mass objects. Four
quantities have been looked at:

• ET3 = (hadronic ET in cone of Ail < .3 about muon)/ptM

• ET8 = (hadronic ET in cone of AR < .8 about muon)/ptM

11



• ET38 = ET3/ET8/p tf l

• PTMUJ = pt muon relative to "jet" axis where the jet axis is determined by
summing all the hadron energy in cone of AR < .8 around the muon (no jet
finding)

and for now, ET3 < 2.5 (or 1 + .15pe for pt > 10) and PTMUJ > .4 (or > 1.0 for
pt > 8) axe used to define BCUT2. Distributions for these quantities can be found in
D0 Note 889. These hadronic cuts were previously developed to help separate low-pt

sources of muons, and have not been optimized to efficiently select muons in b-jets
coming from top quark decays. Note that these rsquiremsiiis taud ia i&ject m>ori=
from c-decay (t —• 6 —* c —+ fi) and this accounts for a large part of the inefficiency
seen in Table 5. Most likely, instead of cutting on these quantities, distributions such
as ET3 will be used to verify that the low-pt muons are coming from b-decay.

From Table 5, one can work out the improvement in signal-to-noise. For a
90 GeV top and BCUTl requirements, 14.4% of the top events will have an extra
muon (of which 83% come from top) with a S/N improvement of 8.5 over W's with pt
greater than 30. The corresponding improvements in the signal-to-noise for masses of
120,150 and 180 are 18, 21 and 22 with signal efficiencies of better than 30%. Typical
analyses of top where one W decays into quarks while the other decays leptonic&lly
indicate that about 50 signal events will be needed to identify that it is from top.
This study indicates that for top masses above 100 GeV, about 15 of these will have
an extra muon. Finding these muons will be a clear verification of a top signal.

7 Prospects For Measuring The Top Quark Mass Using The D0 Detector

A study was initiated to see how well the D0 detector could determine the top quark
mass. One method which shows considerable promise for mt greater than the W
mass is to explicitly reconstruct the top quark 4-momentum. This can be done in
it events in which one t decays semileptonically and the other hadronically. In the
reaction t —» Wb —> £vb, i —• jeta, we measure the 4-momentum of the lepton, the
Pt of the neutrino from the event missing pi, and the 4-momentum of all the jets
in the event including the fr-jet. To reconstruct the W 4-momentum we need p"z,
the longitudinal component of the neutrino momentum. Because mt > mw, the W
is predominantly real. We solve (pw)3 = m^y = (p1 + p")2, which is a quadratic
equation for p", and obtain two solutions. This in turn gives two solutions for the
W 4-momentum. We combine these solutions with the jet 4-momenta and histogram
the quantity m\ — (p*)2 = {pw J

rp
j ie£)3. The wrong solutions for the W 4-momentum

and the jets other than the 6-jet give a background to the distribution, while the
correct quantities give a peak at the top masB. Certainly one can try various schemes

12



Table 5. Probability per event for a low pt muon
muon cuts BCUTl BCUT2

8> 5 degrees 0 > 15 degrees ET3 > 2.5
passes iron pty. > 2 PTMUJ > .4

tt -> (Wb) + {Wb)

c, 6 —

7 T , A -

c,6-
7T, K. —

mt = 90
+ /t/event
+ /i/even-
m t = 120
•+ /t/event
•+ /i/event
mt= = 150

c,b—* /i/event
ir,K --* /i/event

m t = 180
c, 6 —* /t/event

rc,K-

W -•(,

c,6-
TT.A--

c,6
7T, A '

7T, A '

-> /t/event

;*y) + jets

-»/i/event
-> /i/event

Ptvc > 50
->• /i/event
-* /i/event

Ptw > 80
-»• /t/event
—»/i/event

.15
.048

,31
.056

.34
.062

.37
.066

.014

.028

.016

.033

.016

.035

.12
.024

.28
.032

.32
.038

.34
.042

.009

.008

.014

.011

.013

.014

.070

.006

.11
.007

.12
.007

.11
.007

.003

.002

.009

.003

.004

.003
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to choose the correct W 4-momentum and find the 6-jet and thus improve the signal
to noise.

Our study of this technique consisted of generating 200 ft events at ^fa =
2 TeV for three different top masses: 90, 120, and 150 GeV/ca. At least one t
decayed semileptonically in these events. The number of events is roughly equivalent
to 10 pb~ l of data for mt = 12G GeV/c3. We sent these events through a detector
simulation. An analysis equivalent to that outlined above was then performed.

Instead of using Geant as the detector simulation for these preliminary stud-
ies, we used the same fast, simplified simulation of the D0 detector mentioned above.

Several cuts and parameters were used in the analysis. The jet finding
routine was similar to that used by UA1. Jet energy in a cone of AiZ < 0.7 was
counted and only jets with Et > 10 GeV were kept. For aa event to be used in
the analysis we required a lepton with p* > 15 GeV/c. We required the W to have
pt > 20 GeV/c. We also required 2 or more jets with Et > 20 GeV. The purpose of
these cuts is to reduce the background from VT+jets events. Similar cuts were studied
previously and were shown to significantly reduce the background.

We found two ways to improve the signal to noise ratio for this analysis.
The solution for the W 4-momentum with smallest s is the correct solution most of
the time. Also, at mt — 90 and 120 GeV/c3, the jet most nearly in the direction of
the W was most often the J>jet. Plots of our nit distributions using these techniques
of signal to noise enhancement are shown in Figure 3 for mt = 90 and 120 GeV/c3.
These cuts do not appreciably improve the S/N for mt = 150 GeV, largely because
the jet nearest the W is now more likely not to be the b-jet. Also, there is a large
combinatorial background if all jets were used.

A separate study was made to find whether tagging the 6-jet using its vertex
position could solve this problem. The study was based on 1,000 it events with top
mass 150 GeV/c2, in which at least one t quark decays semileptonically. We attempted
to reconstruct both t quarks assuming that the other t gives rise to three jets. This
was done first without any use of jet identification, then using 6 tagging.

The calorimeter response simulation, jet finding algorithm and kinematic
cuts used here were the same as described above. To distinguish b-jets from gluon
or light quark jets, we exploited the tail in the distribution of the mean impact
parameter, 6meQT1. For this study, we assumed that the information on tracks comes
from the D0 Vertex Drift Chamber(VTX): 24 measurements between the radius 3.5
and 17 cm at I77I < 2.0, with resolution of 50 microns in the x-y plane. We bypassed
the time consuming process of generating hits and reconstructing tracks and, instead,
smeared ISAJET tracks to simulate the chamber resolution and multiple Coulomb
scattering inside the VTX and Tevatron beam pipe. To minimize the effect of multiple
Coulomb scattering, selecting high pt particles is desired. Lacking pt measurement,
we selected particles inside very narrow cones around jet axis, Ail = 0.1. The fraction
of jets that have at least one VTX track inside the cone and have 6m«an greater than
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Figure 3: Reconstructed top mass distributions for events generated with mt = 90
(a), and 120 (b) GeV/ca.

100 microns is 16% for b-jets and 4.1% for gluon jets. Thus, the enhancement factor
is 3.9, with a tagging efficiency of 16%.

There are on average 5.3 reconstructed jets per event. To reconstruct
semileptonic top decay, we used the method described before: an invariant mass
m(Wj) was calculated for each solution for the W four-momentum and each recon-
structed jet j . Assuming that the other t quark gives rise to three jets, we first found
a two-jet subset, ( j x , j 2 ) , consistent with coming from a W decay , i.e. having an
invariant mass in the range 60-90 GeV. We then renormalized the four-momenta of
jets j i and j2 to impose the mass value of 81 GeV, and calculated the invariant mass
for each possible three-jet system consisting of jets j u j 3 and a third jet j 3 , m(jij3j3).
The two masses, m(Wj) and mtfijtja) were treated independently, the jet j could
be the same as one of the jets j i , j 2 or j 3 . The resulting mass distributions are shown
in Figure 4 a and b.

Both spectra are dominated by wrong combinations. They have a peak
near 100 GeV and a long tail at high mass. We then calculated m(Wj) and m(jij3j3)
requiring that the jet j and j 3 be tagged while jx and j 3 are untagged. The results
are shown in Figure 4 c and d. Wrong combinations still dominate, giving rise to
a wide background, but there is a clear peak at the correct value of 150 GeV. An
attempt was also made to use events with two tagged jets and to find the mass for
both top quarks, by looking for the combination for which the difference between
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Figure 4: Reconstructed top mass distributions for events generated with mt = 150
GeV/ca. With no & tagging one obtains m{Wj) (a), m(j1jjj3) (b). With b tagging
we find m(Wj) (c), Tn(jij2j3) (d).
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the two reconstructed masses is minimum. We found that with the anticipated total
luminosity of 100 pb"1 such an analysis will require a more efficient b-tagging.

8 Triggering for Top

When a light mass top quark (M top~ 40 — 60 GeV/c3) was not excluded by exper-
imental data, the definition of an efficient trigger for 11 events that also provided a
reasonable level of rejection against QGD backgrounds was non-trivial. However, now
thai a top quark with a mass much less than that of the the W boson is excluded, the
triggering issues associated with top are no longer problematic for those final states
that have at least one lepton from the decay of the real or virtual W, These leptons
are now rather energetic and typically have ET > 20 GeV, as is the case for W bosons
produced inclusively.

The rats of real ieptons with such large transverse energies has been mea-
sured at CDF to be relatively low (~ 5 nb), and triggers for both the CDF and DO
detectors have been designed to efficiently trigger on such events with good rejection
against background sources. The experience of the CDF collaboration has been that
a simple inclusive lepton trigger with a transverse energy threshold somewhat lower
than 20 GeV is a reasonable choice for the primary "top quark" trigger. Of course,
prescaled triggers that sample the lepton spectrum at lower transverse energies is still
desirable as it allows studies of backgrounds from conversions, and charm and bottom
quarks.

9 Conclusion

In conclusion, we show in Fig.' 5 the luminosity required for discovery of top vs.
mt . We anxiously await the time when we can find the signal. However, as we have
shown, the backgrounds are non-trivial so that we suggest that signals will have to
appear in all the channels in order to make the discovery conclusive. So for a given
luminosity, the signal should first show up in lepton + jet ch&nnel with some hint in
the dilepton channels. Significantly more luminosity will then be required to measure
the mass due to the efficiency of the various tagging schemes.g

This research supported in part by the U.S. Dept. of Energy under Contract
DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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Figure 5: Required luminosity to discover top at 1.8 TeV for various decay modes vs.
mt . (Based on expected performance of DO detector and upgraded CDF detector)
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